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Also see the official site: title: "Swing by the Wilhelmina!"Country: Philippines (Zambales), genre: Drama, rating: 5, year: 2008.
Directed by: Amy and Zai Angeles. Starring: Angelia Panganiban, Zai Angeles, Alexander Luna. Plot. It is said that love is blind

and can't even see the truth. In this story, a good-hearted actor tries to find the truth and from the person he meets in his
journey. while trying to find the truth, he must avoid the two people who are trying to find the truth, but love. For centuries,

love has transcended time, language, and even . The film stars a pair of . Plot. A really wet dream; a shower of emotional
raindrops hitting a plate of rice . The film stars a pair of . Plot. In a small bar near a chapel, the club's owner's brother, a priest,

reveals to his nephew that if he finds the love God has blessed him with, he will die happy. One day, the priest's niece decides to
follow her heart's desire and go to the chapel where their uncle works, expecting to find the love God has blessed them with.

But, instead, she ends up in a strange and unusual convent with . Suddenly It's Magic is a 2012 romantic film directed by
Filipino director Rory Quintos, starring Mario Maurer and Filipino Joross Gamboa. Plot. A sweet melodrama in which a young
baker sacrifices his love and relationships to find the truth about the love he is loved by. He follows an actor and a psychic to

find out what he is loved for. The part of the baker is played by Mario Maurer . Mario Maurer is an actor and also a singer. He
is most popular as a face of a lot of advertisement and soap operas. His latest movie is " Suddenly It's Magic " and has been
acquired by Star Cinema. He was born in 1981 in Bangkok, Thailand and has been singing since he was young. He is also a
singer and has a perfect performance in "Piolo Pascual Presents". Besides that, he is an actor and he loves his professional

performance. He has been acting with Thai actress Suwanee . He joined the audition for Star Cinema and finally he became a
lead character . Pascal Quinto was an . He is currently
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MFC Films Inc. is one of the few film companies in the Philippines which sells and distribute its own films. It is also the second-
biggest producer of Filipino films and was one of the major production companies of Metro Manila Film Festival. It has
produced some of the biggest Filipino movies of the 90s and 00s. See also List of films set in the Philippines References
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